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	Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 is an exciting platform for developing middleware

	and integration solutions. As our computing ecosystem moves ever further away

	from monolithic mainframe style applications, we find ourselves spending an ever

	increasing amount of time integrating existing systems. This trend continues and

	increases as more of these systems move to the cloud. The book is broken into two

	major sections: an introduction to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 from a detailed

	technical perspective; and the story of a realistic enterprise embarking on the process

	of adopting Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 to build solutions. Through this unified

	story line that mimics how many real-world development initiatives flow, readers

	will walk through creating solutions according to best practices that will expand and

	grow with the enterprise that they serve. The same patterns and practices presented

	here apply to any middleware or integration platform including the upcoming

	AppFabric ServiceBus.
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Performance Evaluation Software: Moving Object Detection and Tracking in Videos (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Performance Evaluation Software: Moving Object Detection and Tracking in Videos introduces a software approach for the real-time evaluation and performance comparison of the methods specializing in moving object detection and/or tracking (D&T) in video processing. Digital video content analysis is an important item for...
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.NET Windows Forms Custom ControlsSams Publishing, 2002
The intent of this book is to teach .NET developers the skills necessary to create their own leading edge custom controls. The art of creating custom controls has never been truly explored in detail, often the examples provided are trivial and do not begin to explore the requirements need for a commercial quality custom control.  This book will...
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Python Geospatial Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Geospatial development links your data to places on the Earth’s surface. Writing geospatial programs involves tasks such as grouping data by location, storing and analyzing large amounts of spatial information, performing complex geospatial calculations, and drawing colorful interactive maps. In order to do this well, you’ll need...
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Microsoft Small Business Server 2003 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
If you are new to the world of Microsoft Small Business Server  2003, Microsoft Small Business Server 2003  Unleashed can provide you with real-world support experience as you get  started or explore your upgraded server. Written and reviewed by Small Business  Server MVPs, this book provides...
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Starting an eBay Business For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2011

	You’re here! You’ve made it! Welcome to the fourth edition
	of the best-selling book on eBay business: Starting an eBay
	Business For Dummies. This is the book you need to make
	that leap from casual seller to online mogul. You’ve probably
	been on eBay for a while and have seen that there really is a
	huge opportunity...
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Parallel and Concurrent Programming in Haskell: Techniques for Multicore and Multithreaded ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you have a working knowledge of Haskell, this hands-on book shows you how to use the language’s many APIs and frameworks for writing both parallel and concurrent programs. You’ll learn how parallelism exploits multicore processors to speed up computation-heavy programs, and how concurrency enables you to write programs...
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